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Civil judicial superstition system is an important component of our 
country’s judicial system. As a supervisory procedure of case judgment, it 
plays a positive role in correcting false judgment, protecting clients’ right, 
and ensuring judicial justice. However, there are still some problems in this 
system. This thesis analyzes some defects of this judicial system in value 
pursuit, body, deadline, times, reasons, and litigation fees. Based on 
Chinese judicial situations, this thesis proposes some suggestions by 
consulting legislation experiences abroad. Except for the introduction and 
conclusion, the body is divided into three parts: 
  Chapter one briefly introduces the evolution and current situation of 
civil judicial superstition system. This chapter illustrates the trial, 
supervision and retrial procedure, introduces the evolution of civil judicial 
superstition system, analyzes seven features of retrial procedure, and further 
expounds the current situation of civil judicial superstition system.  
Chapter Two analyzes some defects in civil judicial superstition system. 
This chapter expounds problems in value selection, body, litigation fees, 
deadline, times and reasons. Value pursuit in civil judicial superstition 
system places an over emphasis on equity while neglecting the importance 
of efficiency and stability. The complexity of retrial results in some 
problems urgent to be solved. Limiting of retrial deadline and times causes a 
waste of judicial resources and increase of clients’ litigation fees. The 
regulation on charge is still too extensive, which is liable to cause retrial. 
Chapter Three puts forward some solutions to the problems mentioned 
in Chapter Two. The suggestions are as follows: changing the value 
selection of retrial procedure; regulating the body of retrial procedure; 
practicing the system of prepaying retrial litigation fees; standardizing 
retrial starting deadline and times; further regulating and perfecting retrial 
procedure. 
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